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Editor’s Introduction

The Straight Path Is One Which Combines 
the Exoteric and the Esoteric

In the Name of All̄ah, the Beneficent, the Merciful

May All̄ah’s most exalted blessings be upon the immaculate spirit of the
Seal of prophets, Muhammad al-MuÓsÓtaf̄a, and his noble deputy and spiri-
tual heir (waÓs̄ı) and possessor of the greatest sanctity (wil¯ayah), ⁄Al̄ı al-
MurtaÓd̄a, and his glorious descendants, the Pure Im̄ams—especially the
Pole of the contingent realm, the baqiyyat ‹all¯ah, and His Proof (Óhujjah),
son of al-ÒHasan al-⁄Askar̄ı—may our souls be sacrificed for him.

The love of religion, the attraction toward the realm of the Invisible
(ghayb), and the yearning to discover the mysteries of the world beyond
matter are part of man’s instinct and inherent in his nature. This yearning
emanates from the power of Divine Attraction of the Lord that pulls the
contingent world, especially the noblest of human beings, toward His
boundless and Infinite station. The magnet that draws the soul is that very
Soul of souls, which is interpreted in various terms as the Beloved (j̄an̄an),
the Reality of all realities (Óhaq¯ ıqat al-haq¯a‹iq), the Eternal Principle (aÓsl-i
qad¯ ım), the Source of Beauty (manba⁄-i jam̄al), the Beginning of Being
(mabda’ al-wuj̄ud), and the Ultimate of Perfection (gh̄ayat al-kam̄al).

The universe is expression and Thou art its meaning,
O, Thou! Who art the magnet of the hearts.1
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This magnetic attraction to the Truth, which results in tearing apart
natural boundaries and limitations of the soul and traversing toward the
realm of catharsis and boundlessness and, ultimately, annihilation in the
Act, Names, Attributes, and Sacred Essence of [All̄ah who is] the Origin of
all origins, the Ultimate Goal of all goals, and the Worshiped One in
whose Subsistence all being subsists; is more exalted and more magnificent
than any act that can come to imagination.

A single attraction from God, the Most Compassionate, out-
balances the worship of all men and jinn.

In the center of his innate nature and essence, man finds a desire to
move toward this cynosure of all quests and the pivot (qiblah) of worship.
With the God-given power of instinct and primordial nature, man sets out
on a journey and with all his being goes toward that direction. Therefore,
in the course of the journey all his bodily organs and his total being must
be put to work to perform their functions. The physical world and corpo-
real faculties, which constitute his physical nature (Ótab⁄), the imaginal and
archetypal world that constitute his intermediate world (barzakh), and the
realm of intellect and spirit that constitute his reality, all must participate
in this journey and collaborate with each other.

The body should turn toward the Ka⁄bah, and set itself to stand [be-
fore God], bowing and prostrating, and performing the daily prayer
(Ósal¯at), the mind must keep itself immune from distracting memories and
turn to [and concentrate on] the Lote Tree (sidrat al-muntah¯a).2 The soul
must be immersed in the light of the abode of Divine Sanctuary, and be-
come intoxicated and annihilated in the Sacred Precinct of the One.

It becomes clear from the above discussion how cut off from the Real
Goal and how far away from witnessing His Beauty are those people who
preoccupy themselves solely with the outward, are satisfied with the crust
rather than with the kernel and the essence, and from among all prayers
and good deeds confine themselves to bodily movements. By the same
token, those who are solely in search of inner meaning and evade observ-
ing the blessed rituals and rites of worship as prescribed by the Shar¯ ı ⁄ah,
are far from the reality. They [are the ones who] have been content with
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derivatives and metaphors (maj̄az) instead of the truth, and with imagina-
tion and illusion rather than reality.

Is it not true that the light of God is immanent in all His manifesta-
tions in the realm of contingency? If so, why should we exclude the body
from worship, close this microcosm to the theophany of Divine Light, and
preoccupy ourselves and be content with such terms as “union” (wuÓs¯ul),
“kernel” (lubb), “essence” (dh¯at), and “inward prayer”? Would that not be
a one-dimensional and one-sided worship?

As to the middle position (al-namaÓt al-awsaÓt ) and the median com-
munity (ummatan wasaÓtan)3 they are those groups of people who have
combined the outward (

¯
z¯ahir) and the inward (b¯aÓtin) within themselves,

have made all levels and planes of their being worship the Beloved and
submit to Him, and have prepared themselves adequately for this heavenly
journey. They have made the outward a reflection of the inward, and the
inward the soul and the reality of the outward, and have blended the two
together as milk and sugar. They consider the outward as a means to reach
the inward and regard the inward devoid of the outward as scattered motes
(haba’an manth̄ur̄a).4 (Holy Qur‹̄an, 25:23).

O God, illuminate my outward with [the light of ] obedience
to Thee and my inner being with Thy Love, my heart with
knowledge of Thee, my spirit with Thy vision, and my inmost
consciousness (sirr) with the independence of attachment to
Thy Threshold, O Lord of Majesty and Munificence.5

The above discussion makes it abundantly clear that in order to
guide the soul toward spiritual perfection and traverse through the phases
and stages of human perfection, reliance on acquiring intellectual and con-
templative sacred sciences, such as teaching and/or learning philosophy,
will not be sufficient at all. Although syllogism (qiȳas) and rational reason-
ing (burh¯an) based on valid premises and sound logic can offer the mind
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convincing conclusions, nonetheless, they do not satisfy the heart and the
soul, and cannot quench the spirit’s thirst for attaining the truths and wit-
nessing the intuitive subtleties.

It is true that the sciences of theosophy and philosophy are genuine
and indubitable sciences, constitute the noblest of all intellectual and con-
templative sciences, and have established the idea of the Divine Unity
(tawÓh̄ıd) on the basis of reason and have closed the door to any kind of
doubt or uncertainty. It is also true that the Glorious Qur‹¯an as well as
many traditions of the Immaculate Sh̄ı⁄ite Im̄ams—who are guardians and
protectors of Revelation and prophethood, and steadfast in knowledge and
religion (r¯asikh¯un fi‹l ⁄ilm)—emphasized and prescribed contemplation,
intellection, logic, reason, and rational argumentation.6 However, it is a fu-
tile attempt to rely solely on the rational and philosophical [approach to]
tawÓh̄ıd, as followers of the rationalist school do, without submission of the
heart, the inmost consciousness (wijd¯an-i Ódam̄ır), and to inward witness-
ing (shuh̄ud-i b̄aÓtin).

To deprive the heart and the inward of spiritual nourishment ema-
nating from the Invisible World, and of Divine rays of Heavenly Beauty
and Majesty, and to content oneself to cruise through books, libraries,
schools, and courses of study or teaching even at the highest level amounts
to satisfying the needs of only one faculty and leaving higher faculties un-
nurtured. The Distinguished Religion, which is based on the straight path,
observes both aspects, brings perfection to all faculties, and actualizes the
hidden potentials and capabilities of the human being in both directions.
On the one hand, it encourages intellection and contemplation, and on
the other hand, commands one to cleanse and purify the heart from con-
tamination of carnal desires, so that one can find peace, serenity, and tran-
quillity in one’s heart. As the Holy Qur‹¯an declares after reciting eleven
majestic oaths:

Whoever purifies it finds deliverance,
whoever corrupts it loses. (91:9–10)

These Qur‹¯anic verses, which address the human soul and speak to
man’s inner self, summon individuals from among thinkers, scholars,
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teachers of philosophy, and masters of intellectual reasoning to servitude
(ta ⁄abbud), attentive regard (mur¯aqabah), and accounting of one’s inward
state (muÓh¯asabah); so that, by sincere acts exclusively for God’s pleasure,
the springs of Divine Knowledge may spout forth from the depth of their
hearts and flow out to their tongues; and eventually the thundering flow of
thoughts, inspirations, and Merciful Divine intuition will gush forth from
the center of their being, as the Prophet stated:

Whoever sincerely purifies his heart for God for forty days will
find springs of wisdom gush forth from his heart and flow to-
ward his tongue.7

ÓSadr al-Mut‹alliÓh̄ın Sh̄ır̄az̄ı, the pride of the philosophers of the East,
or rather of the world, spent a lifetime on [studying and teaching] tran-
scendental theosophy (al-Óhikmat al-muta⁄¯al̄ıyah), but finally was so im-
mersed in the worship of God and servitude to Him and in purification of
the inmost consciousness that he wrote eloquently in the introduction to
his Asf̄ar-i arba⁄ah:

Éær«n¡nàrfGh o√Góo¡pH ÉnærjnóàrbG rπH kÉq«pãrënH kÉµn∏ r°ùneh kÉq«p∏r≤nY kÉ¡rL nh o¬d πqÑnîof ¿CG rπnàëf
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Indeed, I seek profuse forgiveness from God for having wasted a
part of my life studying the opinions of the pseudo-philosophers
and the polemicists from among the theologians and the intrica-
cies of their discussions, learning their clever tactics of speech
and their arts of debate, until at last with the light of faith and
the assistance of God, the Munificent, it became clear to me that
their syllogisms were sterile and their path not straight. There-
after, I surrendered my affair to Him and His Messenger, the
Warner and the Warned, believed earnestly in all that had
reached us from him, accepting it without making any attempt
to find some rational justification or scholarly interpretation for
it. Rather, I followed His Prophet’s guidance, refrained from
what was forbidden, and submitted to his injunction—as God,
the Exalted has said: “Take and follow whatever injunctions the
Messenger brings you and refrain from what he forbids you”
(Qur‹¯an, 59:7)—until God opened my heart to what He
willed, and by the grace of following His Prophet, I was deliv-
ered and saved. (al-Asf¯ar al-arba⁄ah, Introduction)8

It is appropriate here to remember the most celebrated, the eternal
jurist, Lordly sage, and Divinely inspired gnostic who lived at the begin-
ning of the last century, namely, the Sign of the Truth (¯ayat al- ÒHaqq)
¯Akh̄und Mawl̄a ÒHusayn Qul̄ı Hamad̄an̄ı. This great jurist, unrivaled
thinker, and exalted philosopher incorporated all true sciences in light of
the science of gnosis and purification of the soul; and combined all of
them in the lights of the Divine Image, assigned to every science its ap-
propriate place and status, and considered attainment to the Divine Sanc-
tuary as the ultimate goal. He trained many students and presented them
to the world of gnosis. Each one of them became a shining star in the fir-
mament of virtues and tawÓh̄ıd, and illuminated the world with the rays of
his insight and wisdom. Among them one can mention Āq̄a Sayyid AÓhmad
Karbal̄a‹¯ ı who was a saintly gnostic, and his student ÒH̄ajj M̄ırz̄a ⁄Al̄ı Āq¯a

 .nínérfCGh ¬àn©nHÉnàoe páncnônÑpH nín∏raCÉa nínàna Éne ÉnæpÑr∏nb ≈n∏Y o¬q∏dG nínàna ≈sàM ,zGƒ¡nàrfÉna
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Q¯aÓd̄ı, the pride of the jurists and the pearl of the gnostics, may God ele-
vate their noble stations.

The pride of all commentators and the guide of seekers of the Truth,
our revered teacher, His Holiness Āyatull̄ah ⁄All̄amah Sayyid MuÓhammad
ÒHusayn ÒTab̄aÓtab̄a‹¯ ı, may God prolong his ennobling presence, had from
the first days of life been flying on the two wings of knowledge and action,
and had traveled on the path of philosophy as well as gnosis under the
tutelage of the late Āyatull̄ah Q¯aÓd̄ı. He spent his entire life mastering syl-
logism, reason and oratory, and devoted himself to advancing the intellec-
tual sciences and activities [e.g., working on] the Ish¯ar¯at [Ish¯ar¯at wa Tan-
bih¯at], and the Shif¯a‹ [of Ibn S¯ ın̄a] and the Asf¯ar [Asf¯ar-i arba⁄ah of Mull̄a
ÓSadr̄a], and writing commentaries on them. At the same time he was to-
tally preoccupied with inward retreat and Divine mysteries and constant
attention (mur¯aqabah), until finally he landed at the sacred threshold of
the Qur‹¯an. He became so immersed in the praiseworthy verses of the
Qur‹¯an that recitation and interpretation of those verses, contemplation,
and symbolic interpretation (ta‹w̄ıl) and commenting upon them became
a more important preoccupation for him than any other contemplative
activity. For him contemplation on the verses of the Qur‹¯an was a more
exalted and more pleasing activity than any discursive reasoning as though
he had given up everything but total submission and servitude to the Mas-
ter of the majestic Shar¯ ı ⁄ah and his honored deputies and spiritual heirs
(awÓsiy¯a‹).

Our honored friend and eminent master, kinder than any brother,
the late Āyatull̄ah Shaykh MurtaÓd̄a MuÓtahhar̄ı9 with whom my friendship
extended over thirty-five years, may God bestow His pleasure upon him,
had a brilliant mind and critical vision. He spent a lifetime studying,
teaching, writing, preaching, and investigating and seeking the truth on
issues related to philosophy. However, thanks to his alert mind and criti-
cal soul, in the last few years of his life he fully realized that one cannot
find inner peace without reaching the inward and without connecting
with the Munificent Lord. He learned that without quenching one’s
thirsty heart at the wellspring of Divine effusion, one cannot attain seren-
ity and inner peace and will never be able to enter the sacred sanctuary of
God, or circumambulate around it and reach the Ka⁄bah that one yearns
for. So MuÓtahhar̄ı entered the path like a candle that burns constantly and
dissolves, or like a moth that flings itself into the fire. Like a passionate
and committed believer overwhelmed by fervor and annihilated in the
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shoreless ocean of the Names, Attributes, and the Essence of the Wor-
shiped One, and whose whole being grew infinitely drawing on the infini-
tude of the Divine Being, MuÓtahhar̄ı stepped into the center of this vast
arena. His wayfaring was characterized by frequent night vigils, lamenta-
tion, and invocation in the solitude of the dawn, immersion in contem-
plation and invocation, persistent devotion to learning lessons of the
Qur‹¯an, withdrawal from world-loving people and slaves of desire, and
association with God-fearing people and friends (awliy¯a’) of God. May
God’s endless mercy be upon him:

And for the like of this let the workers toil! (Qur‹̄an, 37:61)

Indeed God is with those who keep their duty unto Him and
those who are doers of good. (Qur‹̄an, 16:128)

Some time ago they asked this humble being to write something on
the occasion of the commemoration of Āyatull̄ah MuÓtahhar̄ı’s martyrdom.
Poor being that I am, I considered myself unqualified for the task and re-
fused to accept such an assignment due also to my preoccupation with and
involvement in other responsibilities. More recently, when that request
was brought up again the spirit of that honored friend came to my assis-
tance; therefore, I wrote down these short passages and attached them as
an introduction to a treatise that I had compiled on wayfaring and spiri-
tual journey, and made it available, for the pleasure of the exalted soul of
my departed friend, to the seekers of the Truth and the wayfarers on the
path of Truth and Peace.

In His hands are the reins of all affairs and it is His help that I
seek.

.oÚp©nà r°SCG p¬pH nh pQƒoeo’G oásepRCG p√pón«pH
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As to its origin, the seeds of this treatise in essence were the first
round of lessons on ethics and gnosis delivered to a selected group of stu-
dents in the theological school ( ÓHawza-yi ‘ilm̄ıyah) in Qum in ..
1368/1949–1369/1950 by our revered master and teacher, Āyatull̄ah
⁄All̄amah MuÓhammad ÒHusayn ÒTab̄aÓtab̄a‹¯ ı, may my soul be ransomed for
him. This humble being had taken notes during those sessions and often
referred to them. I always found them a source of spiritual illumination
and comfort for my soul during times of distress, contraction, and tedium.
The present book is, indeed, the revised and greatly expanded version of
those class notes with some elaboration and additions. Whatever spiritual
rewards there may be in this undertaking is dedicated to the spirit of that
honorable friend, the late Āyatull̄ah MurtaÓd̄a MuÓtahhar̄ı, may God elevate
his noble station.

O God, gather him with Your intimate friends (awliȳa’) and be
protector of his descendants in the future, and place him
among the companions of Muhammad and his immaculate
Household, and be merciful to him, and to us, for the sake of
Your Mercy, O Most Merciful of the merciful.

Notes

1. Sabzaw̄ar̄ı, Mull̄a Muhammad H̄ad̄ı, Man
¯
z¯uma-yi Il¯ah¯ ıy¯at fi af ⁄¯alih̄ı

ta ⁄̄al̄a ghurar fi anÓh̄a‹taqs̄ım̄at li fi⁄l All̄ah Ta⁄̄al̄a, N¯aÓsiri ed., p. 183. 
2. Sidrat al muntah¯a is considered the highest grade of existence of the

outermost region of the cosmos. Higher than that is the immediate
proximity to God described as q¯ab al-qawsayn or the distance of two
bows where the Prophet was taken on the night of his ascension to
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Heaven, or laylat al-mi⁄r¯aj. See Seyyed Hossein Nasr, Muhammad:
Man of God (London: Muhammadi Trust, 1982) p. 14. See also Martin
Lings, Muhammad: His Life Based on the Earliest Sources 2nd ed.
(Cambridge: Islamic Text Society, 1991), (Rochester, Vermont: Inner
Traditions International, 1983), pp. 102–103.

3. On several occasions the holy Qur‹̄an calls Muslims the median com-
munity. See for instance 2: 143. 

We have appointed you a middle nation that you may be witness
against mankind, and the messenger may be a witness against you.

4. And We shall turn what act they commited and make it scattered motes.
Holy Qur‹̄an, 25:23

5. This prayer is cited from a supplication attributed to Am̄ır al-
Mu‹min̄ın ‹Im̄am ⁄Al̄ı, may peace be upon him, expounded by ÒH̄ajj
Mawl̄a Kab̄utar-¯Ahanḡı and has been published in a pocket-size edi-
tion. In his book, Kalam̄at-i makn¯unah, Mull̄a MuÓhsin FayÓd K¯ash̄an̄ı
says that this prayer has been mentioned in the supplications of the
Im̄ams, may peace be upon them. For a short biography of Kab̄utar-
¯Ahanḡı, see Mas⁄ūod Hom̄ayūn̄ı, T¯ar¯ ıkh-i silsilahh¯a-yi Ótar¯ ıqah-yi
ni ⁄matull̄ah̄ıyah dar ir̄an (Tehran, 1358–1979), pp. 92–94.

6. Holy Qur‹̄an, 3:7, and 4:162.
7. This sacred tradition has been narrated from the Messenger of God

through several chains of authority with different wordings but with
the same meaning. It is cited in IÓhya’ ⁄ul¯um al-D¯ ın [of Im̄am̄a
Muhammad Ghazz̄al̄ı], vol. 4, pp. 322; and its glossary on p. 191. It is
also cited in ⁄Aw¯arif al-ma⁄¯arif published on the margins of IÓhy¯a al-
⁄ul¯um, ii, 265. Among other Sh̄ı⁄¯ ı sources, it is cited in ⁄Uy⁄¯un akhb¯ar
al-riÓd¯a (by ⁄Al̄ı ibn M̄us̄a al-riÓd̄a, the eighth Im̄am), p. 258, ⁄Uddat al-
d¯a ⁄¯ ı, p. 170, and UÓs¯ul al-K¯af¯ ı (Muhammad ibn Ya⁄qub al-Kulayn̄ı),
vol. II, pp. 16. The tradition is cited in the ⁄Uy¯un al-Akhb¯ar, along
with the chain of authorities from ÓhaÓdrat Im̄am al-RiÓd¯a, may peace be
upon him, from his father, from his grandfather, from ÓhaÓdrat
Muhammad ibn ⁄Al̄ı al-B¯aqir, from his father, ÓhaÓdrat Sajj¯ad, from
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J̄abir ibn ⁄Abd All̄ah al-AnÓ s̄ar̄ı, and finally from Am̄ır al-Mu‹min̄ın,
may peace be upon him. 

In his book entitled R̄uÓh-i Mujarrad, Āyatull̄ah Sayyid Muhammad
ÒHusayni Tihr̄an̄ı quotes the following explanation from his spiritual
master, Sayyid H̄ashim ÒHadd̄ad, concerning different kinds of
thoughts: “Thoughts are of four categories. First, those which are sa-
cred and these are thoughts that turn one’s attention away from one-
self and toward God and call one to Him. Second, satanic thoughts
that make one oblivious to God, and cause anger, enmity, greed, and
envy to grow in one’s heart. Third, the Heavenly (malak¯ut¯ ı) thoughts
are those that lead human beings toward the worship of God and fear
of Him. Fourth, the psychic (nafs¯an̄ı) thoughts which allure one to-
ward the world’s adornments and desires. Human beings have a sub-
lime faculty which can turn all satanic and psychic thoughts into
virtues, and employ all of them in the way of God so that the earning
of wealth, fulfillment of desires, and the cultivation of adornments all
are done for the sake of God, and not for the self. He also has a faculty
that is higher and can transform all those thoughts, including spiritual
thoughts, into Divine thoughts; leading one to regard them as ensuing
from God, and encountering nothing save God.’’

8. ÓSadr al-D̄ın Sh̄ır̄az̄ı, known as Mull̄a ÓSadr̄a (979–1050/1571–1640).
9. ¯Ayatull̄ah Shaykh MurtaÓd̄a MuÓtahhar̄ı (d. 1358/1979) an Islamic

scholar and activist who studied with ⁄All̄amah ÒTab̄aÓtab̄a‹¯ ı in Qum
and received modern education at the University of Tehran. He was a
major intellectual force and theoretician of the Islamic revolution who
was assassinated in 1979. Among his writings are, NahÓdath¯a-yi Esl¯am̄ı
dar ÓSad S¯al-i Akh̄ır (Tehran, 1978); P¯ ır¯ammon-i Enqil¯ab-i Esl¯am̄ı
(Tehran, 1892), Isl¯am wa muqtaÓd¯ ıy¯at-i zam̄an (Tehran, 1983), and nu-
merous other works.
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